
TIMOR LESTE DENTAL PROGRAM 

TEAM 1 REPORT 

APRIL 23 – MAY 6, 2017 

Team Leader: Dr Blanche Tsetong 

Australian Team Members: Dr Mary Tuituinnik, Mrs Yvette Young 

Timorese Team Members: Dr Inda Zulmira Dias, Mr Ricardo Mendonça, Mr Armando Da Costa 

Martins, Miss Ana Tilman, Mr Dionisius Gonsalves (Dion), Mr Nicolau Tolentino Faria Pires (Nico), Mr 

Diamantino Correia Morais (Tino), Mr Bonifacio Cardoso Martins (Bony), Sr Filomena Da Costa 

Objectives: 

1. Liaise with Maubisse Hospital Director, Dr Gabriela Pereira, and 

Maubisse Hospital Oral Health team (Inda, Armando and Ricardo) 

to discuss their perceived and real needs for improving oral health 

services in the Maubisse subdistrict – provide report for the Bendigo 

Maubisse Friendship Group. 

2. Interview, ‘roadtest’ and assess Nico for employment as a 

permanent dental therapist in Maubara for the Timor Leste Dental 

Program, and draw up contract if found to be suitable. 

3. Oral Health Workshop within the community in Maubisse 

4. Provide dental treatment to target communities 

5. Provide mentoring for the Timorese dental therapists 

(Pic: This venerable nonagenerian fought with Australian troops 

against the Japanese in WW2) 

 

THE TRIP 

SUN 23: MAUBARA 

Arrived late Sunday afternoon, met at the airport by Mario from the Liaison Office (thanks Mario!), 

picked up Mary from Timor Plaza, did shopping and headed out to Maubara. Was met at the clinic by 

Sr Filomena (who looks well, although she is experiencing some back pain) and Nico, who has been 

recommended to us by Dr Fernando as a good candidate for our dental therapist position. 

Maubara was in an uproar as the bishop was coming the following day. We had dinner at the 

orphanage and then met the new head of the clinic, Sr Joaninha, down at the kindergarten in the midst 

of the frenzy of preparation, for a quick meeting regarding cars and drivers. All teams are to have 

access to the Sisters’ car during our visit, but Sr Joaninha has decided that we will only call a driver if 

the teams feel that they require one. As Yvette and Mary were not comfortable with driving to 

Maubisse, and the sisters had no access to a driver at that time, we hired Dion as a driver on Mary’s 

recommendation. 

Although it was a friendlier time to leave Darwin, for our team the late arrival ended up being much 

more stressful, as testing and packing gear to leave the next day was compressed into a smaller time 

frame. The gate at the Sister’s clinic in Maubara, dodgy for years, has now completely kicked the 



bucket; we parked out on the street and had to haul all the gear out to the street. Sister hopes that 

this will be fixed next week. 

MON 24 – THURS 27 : MAUBISSE 

Arrived late afternoon Monday in Maubisse. Lots of roadworks in Aileu. Set up at the hospital. Had a 

meeting with Dr Pereira along with the entire team. Explained to her that I had been asked by the 

Bendigo-Maubisse Friendship Group to work with Dr Inda to assess in detail what was required to 

improve dental services in Maubisse subdistrict. Dr Pereira was a bit sceptical about what that would 

achieve – she said that they had asked for this help 3 years ago and nothing had changed. I attempted 

to allay her concerns, but I feel that only material change will do that. We all agreed that for dental 

health to improve in Maubisse, services need to be extended beyond Maubisse Hospital and into the 

villages, possibly working in the Health Posts. While Dr Gabriela has no jurisdiction beyond the 

hospital, she says that the health posts and the hospital will work together in this instance – however, 

this is subject to the vagaries of politics – if Dr Gabriela leaves, the new Director would have to be on 

board with this arrangement. The Sisters could also get the dental teams out to the villages and they 

work closely with Hospital. Details of what was worked out over the week are in a separate report. 

The team stayed at the Sisters’ Guesthouse – Sr 

Lourdes, Sr Inacia, Sr Rosa, Sr Helena, Sr Eva, Sr 

Aiva, along with Fatima and Jacinta were 

wonderful hosts, and the Sisters were lively and 

entertaining companions. The food is always 

exceptional at ‘Hotel’ Maubisse. Sr Inacia 

confirmed the identity of the ‘correct’ Ana and 

they are awaiting more information from us 

about the possibility of studying in Indonesia. Sr 

Lourdes was campaigning for her ‘Meals on 

Wheels’ program and lucky Mary and Dion got to accompany her on one of her runs. Although her 

program has the use of a car nowadays, there was still a great deal of walking involved including the 

fording of a river. (Pic: Yvette, Sr Eva, Sr Rosa, Blanche, Sr Inacia, Mary, Sr Lourdes, Sr Helena) 

From Tuesday to Thursday, the team consisted of Dr Inda, Armando, 

Ricardo, Nico, Yvette, Mary and Blanche. In addition, Ana Tilman, a 

dental therapist who works out of Aileu for Martin Hall’s ‘Kose Nehan’, 

was supposed to be heading out to the schools to implement a 

toothbrushing program, but was not allowed to – red tape – so she 

happily worked with us for a day. The dentists largely supervised the 

dental therapists who were on the tools. We were not incredibly busy, 

but this gave us time for discussion, time to check out Nico and plan 

for the dental workshop down in the marketplace. The Portodent 

Suction motor blew up in a puff of black smoke on the first day. I got 

Dion to remove the motor and have brought it home. Instruments 

were sterilised by the hospital. Electricity was sporadic – we used 

Gennie 1 most of the time – worked well.  (Pic: Ana Tilman and Nico) 



The workshop took place on Thursday. The planned 

starting time of 1030 ended up being 1230 as Armando, 

Ricardo and 3 other hospital staff couldn’t get the 

hospital’s sound system working. The TLDP’s new 

projector worked perfectly. Armando and Ricardo learnt a 

valuable lesson about preparation. Dr Inda is an excellent 

presenter. About 50 members of the community 

attended. (Pic: Dr Inda, über-presenter) 

Patients seen 41; Exams 8; Extractions 38; Fillings 21 

FRIDAY 28 – SATURDAY 29 : HATUBULICO 

Our team left for Hatubulico late Thursday 

afternoon. A stunning, rocky, 2 hour drive to a 

beautiful village, which is unusually quiet – no 

motorbikes, barking dogs or crowing roosters all 

night. We stayed at the Ovalido Gardens, which 

had hot showers, a real treat!!! The next morning 

we received a phone call from an unhappy Dr Inda. 

Armando and Ricardo had made the arbitrary 

decision that she was to stay in the clinic and had 

left without her and 

the medications 

she was 

transporting. We 

set up al fresco, in a low pavilion next to the clinic. We were soon joined 

by Armando and Ricardo and it was made it clear to them that we were 

not impressed by their behaviour. The team was very busy and we had 

all 3 dental therapists, as well as one of the dentists on the tools – one 

dentist and one therapist using normal chairs against a wall, just like 

the old days. Mary and Blanche took turns supervising and treating, 

Dion did 

admin duties 

and Yvette did an excellent job of being DA 

to all four operators and blood clot checker. 

She soon had the phrase “Bele ba uma!” 

down pat. Nico, Armando and Ricardo 

worked really hard. Dr Pascuela provided us 

with an excellent lunch on both days with her 

own ai-manas - she makes a mean chilli 

sauce. 

We had the same set up the following day, where Dr Inda appeared instead of Ricardo, who had a 

funeral to attend. The patients petered out off after lunch and we headed back to Maubisse after a 

quick jaunt to have a squiz at Ramelau. Armando had left early, so Dr Inda caught a ride home with 



us. We spent the night in Maubisse before heading out for 

Maubara the next morning. Dr Inda is a joy. She speaks 

many languages well, including English, and has drive and 

enthusiasm for her work. She is great to work with – easy 

going, adaptable and cheery. Maubisse is lucky to have this 

gem. She currently has an issue with leadership in her 

team. She is relatively new to Maubisse and so feels 

reluctant to assert herself strongly. Armando and Ricardo 

disregard her instructions at will and walked out of the 

workshop planning meeting (Dr Inda asked me not to say 

anything, so I kept my mouth shut). Dr Inda and I have had 

a talk about the discipline and professionalism in her team. 

(Pic: I and B doing quickie check-ups on reluctant littlies) 

 

Patients seen 117; Exams 23; Extractions 134; Fillings 11; Preventive  5 

 

SUNDAY 30 - FRIDAY 5 : MAUBARA 
 
We farewelled Dion in Dili - a true gentleman, unfailingly polite and a careful 
driver, who speaks some English. Would recommend using him again if he is 
free. Reached Maubara in the mid- afternoon, via Black Rock, where Nico left 
us for a well-deserved weekend break. (Pic: Dion and Nico – best mates after 
4 days) 
 
Monday May 1 was a public holiday so the clinic was closed for the day. We 
spent it cleaning up the clinic's storeroom, which was a disaster zone. Chucked out a lot of stuff 
including all our spare articulating paper and pads as the box they were in had been left open and had 
become mouldy. Stinking hot and humid in Maubara. I remembered much too late why I don’t like to 
come in April! We had to escape after 4 hours by taking a drive in air conditioned comfort to 'buy 
bananas' in Liquiça. 
 

Tuesday 2 saw the return of Nico and the arrival of Tino! 
Sr Filomena had organised for us to head to Maubara's 
SMP school but the education department decided to do 
a 'surprise' inspection and our visit was cancelled. At such 
short notice we were stuck in the clinic. Yvette was felled 
by a migraine. Nico and Tino worked together under the 
supervision of Mary, while Blanche replaced the air line in 
the old Forest unit. The old clasp of the old air line is very 
difficult to attach and remove - but the spare is the same, 
hence the air line has been changed and the clasp has 
been forced into a locked position and zip tied - please do 
not detach.  Blanche had time to write Nico's contract and 
discuss with Sr F. (Pic: Nico works with Tino assisting and 
Mary watching closely) 

 
 
 



 
WEDNESDAY 3 : LEBOTELU CLINIC AND PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 

It was Mary's turn to be ill for the day. 
Tino rode with Blanche in the Troopie, 
and Nico and Sr F headed up with 
Yvette in Sister's car. Most of the road 
could now be classified as a track. 1 1/2 
hour crawl up the hill. We worked from 
the clinic - Tino and Sr F gave oral health 
education and screened all the kids in 
the school across the road, while 
Blanche, Nico and Yvette did the 
treatment. Both school kids and general 
community were seen. Used Gennie 2 
the entire time - worked well. 
Bony showed up later that night for 

beer o'clock and we discussed Nico's contract, as Bony would be responsible for translating for Nico. 
(Pic: Yvette’s soccer balls were a big hit wherever we went) 
 
Patients seen 109; Exams 109; fillings 15; extractions 20; preventive tx 4 
 
 
THURSDAY 4 : LOES SMP 
 
All hands on deck again. The road to Loes is 
worse than last year. Lots of landslide activity 
evident. Once in Loes, Yvette gave the locals 
their entertainment for the month - she 
temporarily forgot about those pesky drains on 
either side of the road. No one was hurt and 
there was no damage to anything except 
Yvette's street cred. 
This time, Mr Entertainer, Bony, took over the 
oral health education for the school, while Tino 
and Sr F did the screening. Nico, Mary, Blanche 
and Yvette saw the patients. We have been to 
the schools in this area a number of times and this was reflected in the number of good teeth in some 
of the older years at this school. 
Bony and Tino are already good friends but by the time we went to bed all three boys were getting 
along like brothers, which was good to see. Mary left at the end of the day; with Dion she had her own 
personal tour of the tip at Tibar - thanks for taking our rubbish! 
 
Patients seen 234; exams 231; fillings 37; extractions 18; preventive tx  



 

Tino, Yvette, Mary, Nico and Bony @ brekkie 
FRIDAY 5 : MAUBARA 
 
While Tino and Yvette saw patients, Sr Filomena, Sr Joaninha, 
Bony and I had our official meeting with Nico to discuss his 
contract. His contract includes accommodation in the ex-TB 
house, electricity and water, as well as accommodation and food 
while with the team. Nico is responsible for the maintenance of 
our equipment and keeping the clinic and instruments tidy. 
Prepared to be bossed around! 
Yvette and Blanche left after a very late lunch for Dili. We met 
Bony later for a birthday drink - happy birthday Bony! 
 
Patients seen in Maubara 39; exams 7; fillings 10; extractions 24; preventive tx 9 
 
Total patients seen : 540 
Total Exams : 378 
Total Fillings : 94 
Total Extractions : 234 
Total Preventive tx : 21 

  
Pic: The gang with Sr Filomena and Sr Joaninha 

 
 
 



THE THERAPISTS 
 
We were extremely fortunate to be able to provide mentoring for so many Timorese dental therapists 
this trip. They were great to work with and fun to teach and learn from. We are all really grateful to 
have had the opportunity to do so. 
** All the therapists are weakest at restoration of teeth ** 
 
Armando and Ricardo 
Armando has the weakest skill set. He has difficulties if there is a fracture of any sort during an 
extraction and seems not to have much experience at all with restorations. 
Ricardo is more confident with both fillings and extractions but still runs into trouble with difficult 
extractions that need a delicate touch. His fillings have a long way to go with successful placement, 
polishing, contouring. They are lucky to have Dr Inda to bail them out. 
Both Ricardo and Armando are hardworking when they get going. Both have terrible infection control. 
 
Tino 
Is competent at extractions. He has a lovely way 
with patients and develops rapport with both 
adults and children. He is very good at discussing 
treatment plans with patients. He has less 
experience with fillings and still needs to work on 
this. He has used AgF with us many times. His 
infection control is adequate, but sometimes slips. 
Tino makes an effort to come and work with our 
teams whenever he can, in order to improve his 
skills. He spent some time telling me how much he 
values the opportunity to work with our teams. He 
is a model student. He has always wanted to be a 
dental clinician and it shows. 
 
Nico 
At first everyone thought Nico was very arrogant. According to our Timorese friends, this is normal for 
people who come from Baucau. Nico did not respond well to direction or instruction and at first would 
ignore Mary's direct advice. In an early discussion he was advised that if he felt that he had nothing 
else to learn from our dentists, we could not work with him. He improved over the 2 weeks. He has 
worked with One to One and with Dr Fernando and a Cuban dentist, so he has some experience and 
picked up some bad habits. He is competent with extractions but at first was elevating off adjacent 
teeth. He had to be told repeatedly that this was not a case of a ‘different tcehnique’, but of poor 
clinical skills and seems to have stopped that now. He has much less experience with fillings and before 
this trip had never used a tofflemire, clear strip, wedge or finishing discs/strips. We exposed him to 
AgF protocols. He has a long way to go. 
Nico has some work to do with patient communication. Several times he had a patient who said "no" 
to an extraction, after which Nico was prepared to let them go. However, after I explained the reason 
for the treatment to the patient, they readily agreed to it.  



We were very stringent with infection control protocols 
and with all our clinicians this trip, but we also made Nico 
do all the equipment maintenance everyday - flushing 
hand pieces and scalers, oiling hand pieces, flushing the 
compressor, demineralising water, sterilising, flushing 
and cleaning the suction unit, placing transport screws on 
the capsule mixer, breaking down and setting up the 
chairs, carts, generators. Please help Nico to continue to 
care for our equipment. 
Overall, Nico is a careful clinician. He has a good work 
ethic, is helpful and hardworking. He is ambitious. He is 
required to learn English at the program's expense and, 
thanks to Bony, he has been registered to start English 
classes from next week, Monday to Friday, 5 – 7pm, for 
one month. 
All team members (both Timorese and Aussie) warmed to 
him as the fortnight progressed and we now feel that he 

will make a good addition to our program. Interestingly, Nico always wanted to join the police force, 
but according to Bony, this involves ‘knowing the right people’ and so it never happened. (Pic: 
Explaining stuff to Nico, with enthusiastic backup from Ana Tilman) 
 
THE EQUIPMENT 
 
The Portodent II - non-functional at present. 
Greens suction unit - used this instead. Wrapped a blanket around it and ensured the tubing didn't 
drag - worked well. 
Compressor - in the black suitcase - good 
Compressor - in clinic - good 
Gennie 1 - good 
Gennie 2 - good 
Forest Cart black bag- good 
Forest Cart blue bag– good 
ADEC Cart old in red bag - untested 
ADEC Cart in clinic - good 
Siltex autoclave- good. Lights working! 
Pressure cooker autoclave - currently not working. Will send seals with Team 2 
Demineralised - good 
Capsule mixer - good 
Old curing light - good. 
Troopie 2 – The battery needed replacing – Mario suggested that he use the vehicle to drive around 
Dili for the ROMAC errands so that the car gets started periodically – a good idea, especially in the 
long downtime in the wet season. He is a careful and slow driver. 
 
We have stacks of equipment and materials, with the exception of articulating paper, polishing strips 
and mixing pads, which got mouldy because a box was left open. Gave a bunch of our consumables to 
Dr Inda and Tino. Please look carefully everyone. We DO have heaps of soflex mandrels and discs and 
heaps of Tofflemire bands and holders. Test everything before you go – remember that each dental 
cart uses different handpieces. 
 
 
 



OBRIGADA 
 
Many thanks to Yvette and Mary for their hard work, adaptability and excellent company. They made 
the two weeks flow easily. 
Thanks to the Sisters in Maubisse for their hospitality. 
Thanks to Dr Inda for her enthusiasm and dedication and to Armando and Ricardo for pulling out all 
stops in Hatubulico. Thanks to Ana Tilman for working with us, for helping out with Nico on Day 1 and 
for helping Blanche test the gear for the workshop. 
Thanks to Dion for taking care of us and for your agreeable nature and for going to the dump in your 
nice car for us. 
Thanks to Bony for your continual help with our program - for all the networking, translating, 
researching and organising that you do for us. 
Thanks, as always, to Tino for your dedication to your own learning and for seeking us out when and 
where possible. Thank you for helping us out whenever you can. 
Thanks to Idalina, for taking care of us at Maubara Clinic. Idalina has renamed her adopted daughter. 
Buimeta is now called Santina. 
And thanks to Sr Filomena for her friendship, her cracking good humour and her grace and for feeding 
us bringella when we most needed it. 
Thanks to Wayne for his donations of the modified aspirating syringes – they worked well! 
Thanks for the support from the Rotary Liaison office – Mario and Judite do an excellent job! 
Lastly, thanks to Henry Schein Halas for their continual support of our program. Their donations of 
consumables are a huge help in keeping our little program chugging along! 
 
 
 

 


